History – Sally Ann Abshire Research Scholar Awards

The Sally Ann Abshire Research Scholar Awards were established in 1981 by Alfred D. Abshire ’45 in memory of his wife, Sally Ann Abshire. The awards, given each semester, provide students with the opportunity to collaborate with their professors in research pursuits. Recipients are selected by the ASID committee on the basis of merit.

2013-2014
Fall Semester
Sharon Alker (English) and Sabrina Wise
Suzanne Morrissey (Anthropology) and Tia Herdman

Spring Semester
Bob Carson (Geology and Env. Studies) and Lydia Loopesko
Melisa Casumbal (Politics) and Phuong Le
Arielle Cooley (Biology) and Marijke Wijnen
Jan Crouter (Economics) and Tommy Gibson
Chris Leise (English) and Brandon Hunzicker
Kelly McConville (Mathematics) and Cooper Schumacher
Suzanne Morrissey (Anthropology) and Tia Herdman
Patrick Spencer (Geology) and Hannah Wilson
Dan Vernon (Biology) Hallie Swan

2012-2013
Fall Semester
Sarah Hurlburt (FLL-French) and Paul Cathcart (full year)
Thomas Knight (Biology) and Whitney Griggs (full year)
Melissa Wilcox (Religion) and Caroline Carr

Spring Semester
Nancy Forsthoefel (Biology) and Kendra Klag
Leena Knight (Biology) and Calvin Atkins
Kirsten Nicolaysen (Geology) and Chase Martin
Jason Pribilsky (Anthropology) and Evan Griffis
Dan Vernon (Biology) and Rachel Reiter
Chris Wallace (Biology) and Joshua Melander

2011-2012
Fall Semester
Patrick Frierson (Philosophy) and Michael Putnam
Alberto Galindo (Spanish) and Eleanor Ellis
Delbert Hutchison (Biology) and Annie Cooper
Michelle Janning (Sociology) and Ailie Kerr
Leena Knight (Biology) and Hannah Lewis
Bruce Magnusson (Politics), Zahi Zalloua (FLL-French) and
Genevieve Venable
Katrina Roberts (English) and Sam Alden
Nancy Simon (Theatre) and Ryan Campeau
Dan Vernon (Biology) and Kendra Klag

Spring Semester
Nicholas Bader (Geology) and Andrew Spickert
Shampa Biswas (Politics), Elyse Semerdjian (History) and Emily Basham
Janice Breckenridge (Spanish) and Jessica Matresse
Frank Dunnivant (Chemistry) and Angela Raso
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Courtney Fitzsimmons (Religion) and Michael Putnam
Daniel Kent (Religion) and Adriel Borshansky
Chas McKhann (Anthropology) and Yifan Yang
Gilbert Mireles (Sociology) and Ariel Ruiz
Patrick Spencer (Geology) and Matthew Morriss
Melissa Wilcox (Religion) and Carly Johnson

2010-2011

Fall Semester
Aaron Bobrow-Strain (Politics) and Robin Lewis
Kate Jackson (Biology) and Donald Clarke
Leena Knight (Biology) and Stephanie Foster
Christopher Leise (English) and Eleanor Gold
Matthew Prull (Psychology) and Natalie Tamburello
Patrick Spencer (Geology) and Karen Gastineau

Spring Semester
Susanne Beechey (Politics) and Mehera Nori
Bob Carson (Geology and Environmental Studies) and Matthew Morriss
Marion Gotz (Chemistry) and Stephanie Steiner
Kate Jackson (Biology) and Donald Clarke
Nina Lerman (History) and Olivia Ware
Gilbert Mireles (Sociology) and Ariel Ruiz
Ginger Withers (Biology) and Dieter Brandner
Zahi Zalloua (FLL-French), Bruce Magnusson (Politics) and Gabriella Friedman

2009-2010

Fall Semester
Janis Breckenridge (FLL) and Becquer Medak-Seguin
Frank Dunnivant (Chemistry) and Emily Doyle
Keith Farrington (Sociology) and Miyoko Patricelli
Brien Garnand (History) and Margaux Faris-Merkert
Marion Gotz (Chemistry) and Andrew Arend
Michelle Janning (Sociology) and Helen Brambrink
Nathan Lien (Chemistry) and Nick Hurlburt

Spring Semester
Shampa Biswas (Politics), Zahi Zalloua (FLL-French), Ali Edwards and Tristan Grau
Jennifer Gee (Biology) and Juliet D’Alessandro
Julia Ireland (Philosophy) and Galen Phillips
Suzanne Morrissey (Anthropology) and Dena Popova
Matthew Reynolds (Art History) and Sydney Stasch

NOTE: The Parents Fund for Student-Faculty Research began supplementing the Abshire awards in 2008-2009.

2008-2009

Fall Semester
Mare Blocker (Art) and Elena Mitchell
Alberto Galindo (FLL) and Stephanie Silvers
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Spring Semester
Michelle Acuff (Art) Tyler Calkin
Sharon Alker (English) Aakanksha Veenapani
Paul Apostolidis (Politics) Caitlin Schoenfelder
Bob Carson (Geology/Env Studies) Kelly Dundon
Julie Charlip (History) Jaspreet Gill and Bryce McKay
Dennis Crockett (History) Nick Donaldson
Tom Davis (Philosophy) David Blanchard
Kay Fenimore-Smith (Education) Chelsea Marks
Patrick Frierson (Philosophy) Brian Cutter
Brien Garnand (History) Cameron Murray
Marion Gotz (Chemistry) Kevin Chung
John Kitchens (Education) J.J. Riley
Nathan Lien (Chemistry) David Thylur
Suzanne Morrissey (Anthropology) Riley Clubb
Lynn Sharp (History) Andrew Hill

2007-2008

Fall Semester
Sharon Alker (English) and Kim Trinh
Frank Dunnivant (Chemistry) and Jake Ginsbach
Keith Farrington (Sociology) and Asteria Valusek
Chas McKhann (Anthropology) and Alan Waxman
Kirsten Nicolaysen (Geology) and Tamara Carley
Jason Pribilsky (Anthropology), Suzanne Morrissey
  (Anthropology/Gender Studies) and Benjamin Kegan, Kristina Pyclick
  and Osvaldo Angel
Patrick Spencer (Geology) and Kate Logan
Chris Wallace (Biology) and Ellen McCleery

Spring Semester
Sharon Alker (English) and Kim Trinh
Robert Carson (Geology), Ian Hoyer and Julia Spencer
Julie Charlip (History) and Jaspreet Gill
Tom Davis (Philosophy) and Sarah Haas
Heidi Dobson (Biology) and Nicole Goehring
Brian Dott (History/Asian Studies) and Kate Rosenberg
Thomas Hines (Theatre) and Ian Jagel
Kari Norgaard (Sociology/Environmental Studies) and Leora Stein
Dayle Smith (Physics) and Ben Miller
Tommaso Vannelli (Chemistry) and John Nelson
Tommaso Vannelli (Chemistry) and Simon Quay
Zahi Zalloua (FLL French/General Studies) and Anne Conners
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2006-2007

Fall Semester  
Heidi Dobson (Biology) and Vanessa Warner
Frank Dunnivant (Chemistry) and Nora Hawkins
Douglas Juers (Physics) and Kyle Gotchy
Karl Storchmann (Economics) and Benjamin Keefer
Robert Tobin (Gender Studies) and Kyle Martz

Spring Semester  
Charly Bloomquist (Art) and Julia Lakes
Julie Charlip (History) and Maria Belen Seara
Tom Hines (Theater) and Elizabeth Wells-Thulin
Christopher Petit (Theater) and Dru Johnston
Patrick Spencer (Geology) and Jonathan Loffler
Zahi Zalloua (FLL) and Mariama Loos-Diallo

2005-2006

Fall Semester  
Denise Hazlett (Economics) and Sanjeevi Sturges
Patrick Spencer (Geology) and Rebecca Burand
Akira Takemoto (Japanese) and Walker Malling

Spring Semester  
Sharon Alker (English) and Jamie Babcock
Heidi Dobson (Biology) and Rose Kormanyos
Karl Storchmann (Economics) and Benjamin Keefer
Robert Tobin (Gender Studies) and Mark Prentice

2004-2005

Fall Semester  
Julie Charlip (History) and Victoria Lidzbarski
Kurt Hoffman (Physics) and Ludguier Montejo
Pete Parcells (Economics) and Ju Ju Guo
Shu-chu Wei Peng (Chinese) and Julia Brown
Melissa Wilcox (Religion), Rich Jones and Morgan Ross

Spring Semester  
Aaron Bobrow-Strain (Politics) and María Belén
Allison Calhoun (Chemistry) and Ivayla Geneva
Douglas Hundley (Mathematics) and David Grinder
Jason Pribilsky (Anthropology) and Erin Hall
Zahi Zalloua (FFL-French) and Zane Burris

2003-2004

Fall Semester  
Paul Apostolidis (Politics) and Paola Vizcaíno Suarez
Meredith Goldsmith (English) and Eileen Keown Vaux
Michelle Janning (Sociology) and Kate Lyman – two semesters
Mathew Kelly (Studio Art) and Anna Bucher
Patrick Spencer (Geology) and Meghan Mix
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Spring Semester  
Paul Apostolidis (Politics) and Luis Herrera  
Shampa Biswas (Politics) and Laura Davis  
Robert Carson (Geology), Martin Bevis & Jo Nissenbaum  
Frank Dunnivant (Chemistry), Mark-Cody Reynolds & Samantha Saalfield  
Roslyn Hammers (Art History) and Oliver White  
Keiko Hara (Art Studio) and Jessalin Beutler  
Michelle Janning (Sociology) and Kate Lyman

2002-2003

Fall Semester  
Paul Apostolidis (Politics) and Paola Vizcaino Suarez  
Robert Carson (Geology) and Jonah Stinson  
Marie Clifford (Art History) and Alaina Smith  
David Wharton (Studio Art) and Emily Bennett

Spring Semester  
Keith Farrington (Sociology) and Chris Grantham  
Mary Anne O’Neil (French) and Erin Drew

2001-2002

Fall Semester  
Deborah Holmes (Theatre) and Katherine Shook – *two semesters*  
Tom Hines (Theatre) and Anna Bullard

Spring Semester  
Tom Davis (Philosophy) and Elizabeth Irvine  
Keiko Hara (Studio Art) and Charles Marr  
Deborah Holmes (Theatre) and Katherine Shook – *continued*

2000-2001

Fall Semester  
Frank Dunnivant (Chemistry) and Jennifer Marglin  
Denise Hazlett (Economics) and Joshua Wookey  
Pete Parcells (Economics) and Alyson Schweitzer  
Lynn Sharp (History) and Megan Almy – *two semesters*  
Pat Spencer (Geology) and Tim Mullin  
Celia Weller (Spanish) and Kara Lashley  
Paul Yancey (Biology) and Jennifer Brown

Spring Semester  
Heidi Dobson (Biology) and Rory Bradt  
Nina Lerman (History) and Annelise Heinz  
Ruth Russo (Chemistry) and Dan Cushing  
Lynn Sharp (History) and Megan Almy - *continued*

1999-2000

Fall Semester  
Tom Davis (Philosophy) and Sean Butler  
Keith Farrington (Sociology) and Scott Jones  
Andrea Winkler (History) and Christina Dragonetti
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Spring Semester  Bob Carson (Geology) and Alison Gillespie  
Tod Edwards (Physics) and Alex Wu  
Matthew Prull (Psychology) and Jessica Wall  
David Schmitz (History) and Laura Krantz

1998-1999

Fall Semester  None

Spring Semester  Bob Carson (Geology) and Chris Crosby  
Kurt Hoffman (Physics) and Jack Baker  
Pete Parcells (Economics) and Anais Henriquez  
Pete Parcells (Economics) and Ben Leitch  
Jim Russo (Chemistry) and Katie Berger  
Pat Spencer (Geology) and Angela Knapp  
Paul Yancey (Biology) and Amber Fyfe-Johnson/Carly Chan

1997-1998

Fall Semester  Heidi Dobson (Biology) and Ruschelle Edlin/John Rector

Spring Semester  Bob Carson (Geology) and Todd Shearer  
Denise Hazlett (Economics) and David Toomey  
Jean Masteller (English) and Kristin Relyea  
Ruth Russo (Chemistry) and Erin Breckel

1996-1997

Fall Semester  Tom Davis (Philosophy) and Robert O’Neal  
Mary Anne O’Neil (French) and Dana Miller

Spring Semester  G. Thomas Edwards (History) and Derek Michael  
Ruth Russo (Chemistry) and Emily Baird  
Heidi Dobson (Biology) and Amy Knierman/Emily Anderson  
Bud Kenworthy (Politics) and Julia Wentworth  
Julie Charlip (History) and David Bunting

1995-1996

Fall Semester  Bob Carson and Pat Spencer (Geology) and Ed Farren  
Dale Cosper (French) and Ethan Cary  
Andrea Dobson (Astronomy) and Maya Del Margo

Spring Semester  Jack Metzger and Paul Yancey (Psych/Bio.) and Trevor Miller  
Denise Hazlett (Economics) and Jeela Ganje  
Patrick Tyson (Theatre) and Kirsten Rayhawk
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1994-1995
Fall Semester  Clark Colahan (Spanish) and Marina Compson
               Keith Farrington (Sociology) and LeAnne Cox

Spring Semester Jean Masteller (English) and Nerissa Buck/Whitney Tarkinson
               Keith Farrington (Sociology) and Randall Woolery
               Robert Tobin (Gender Studies) and Kristofer Peterson

1993-1994
Fall Semester  David Schmitz (History) and Rob Neal
               Pat Spencer (Geology) and Cindy Ready
               Keith Farrington (Sociology) and Leticia Lopez

Spring Semester Paul Yancey (Biology) and Lance Walsh
               Jon Walters (Religion) and Jana Hutton
               Pete Parcells (Econ.) and Rea Culwell/Amy Montgomery
               Fred Moore and Kurt Hoffman (Physics) and Tom Loftus
               Phil Brick (Politics) and Pat Hannigan

1992-1993
Fall Semester  Jim Russo (Chemistry) and Keith Munson
               Dana Burgess (Classics) and Shawn Ross
               Keith Farrington (Sociology) and Fiona Lloyd

Spring Semester Kendra Golden (Biology) and Christopher Perdue

1991-1992
Fall Semester  Kendra Golden (Biology) and Scott Schindell
               Pat Spencer (Geology) and Katie Laddish
               Jay Eacker (Psychology) and Jed Schwendiman

Spring Semester  None

1990-1991
Fall Semester  E.F. Anderson (Biology) and Christine Thompson
               James Shepherd (Economics) and Suzanne Antone
               Paul Yancey (Biology) and Karin Seekamp/Scott Edmands

Spring Semester  G. Thomas Edwards (History) and Melissa Crumley
               Jean Masteller (English) and Kristin Loebbecke
               Ruth Russo (Chemistry) and Tracey Setoda
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1989-1990

Fall Semester
Ron Takemoto (Japanese) and Annee Worsham
Earl Fleck (Biology) and Scott Sandeno
Pat Spencer (Geology) and Amanda Vrooman

Spring Semester
Keith Farrington (Sociology) and Allison Munch
Michael McClintock (English) and Juniper Ellis

1988-1989

Fall Semester
Todd Silverstein (Chemistry) and Jason Rose
Pete Parcells (Economics) and Rick Warter
Nancy Simon (Theatre) and Brian Wilson

Spring Semester
Clark Colahan (Spanish) and Tracey Setoda
David Schmitz (History) and Jeff Holifield
Keiko Hara (Art) and Kristen Ingman

1987-1988

Fall Semester
Bob Carson and Pat Spencer (Geology) and Ben May
David Norsworthy (Sociology) and Christina Ann Hall
G. Thomas Edwards (History) and Arlene Weible

Spring Semester
David Guichard (Mathematics) and John Massman
Daniel Pearson (Politics) and Todd Schneider
Celia Weller (Spanish) and Gretchen Ladd

1986-1987

Fall Semester
James Shepherd (Economics) and Mary Mathisson
Celia Weller (Spanish) and Kippi Lee

Spring Semester
Paul Yancey (Biology) and Val Street
Todd Silverstein (Chemistry) and Julie Bordner
William Metzger (Psychology) and Tomie Rogers
Dennis Wakefield (Politics) and Shawn Collins

1985-1986

Fall Semester
Dean Langley (Physics) and David Pengra
Earl Fleck and Paul Yancey (Biology) and Jennie Tsai
Patrick Spencer (Geology) and Deanne Pinney
Mary Hanna (Politics) and Laurel Grant

Spring Semester
Jean Carwile Masteller (English) and Kate Landis
David Schmitz (History) and Aaron P. Forsberg

1984-1985

Fall Semester
Parke Rublee (Biology) and Keith Karoly
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Ronald Urban (Sociology) and Kenneth McNeil
Pete Parcells (Economics) and Brent Baker

Spring Semester  David Deal (History) and Lui Limin

1983-1984

Fall Semester  None

Spring Semester  Bob Carson (Geology) and Dean Heizer

1982-1983

Fall Semester  John Stuhr (Philosophy) and Bert Kreitlow
Deborah DuNann (Psychology) and Sarah Roy
Robert Carson (Geology) and Ben Farrell

Spring Semester  Robert Carson (Geology) and Ben Farrell

1981-1982

Fall Semester  Gale Rhodes (Chemistry) and Barbara Cockrill
James Coleman (Physical Education) and Terry Ford

Spring Semester  Earl Fleck (Biology) and Cynthia Strong
George Castile (Anthropology) and Katherine Connors